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1
Introduction

PA R T 1 : I N T R O D U C T I O N

According to a recent study by Twitter, 40% of people admit to buying
an item after seeing it used by an influencer on social media.
In a world where traditional forms of advertising are becoming less eﬀective, more and more
consumer brands are turning to inﬂuencers to leverage the power of word-of-mouth marketing.
Word-of-mouth marketing is not a new phenomenon; consumers have always valued the opinions
of others when making purchasing decisions. Social media, however, has ampliﬁed the ability of
thought leaders to share their testaments with thousands, if not millions, of like-minded
consumers. With this in mind, sponsored posts are an excellent way for brands to initiate
conversations about their products.
For companies that are new to inﬂuencer marketing, it can be intimidating trying to ﬁnd out how to
begin. Who are the right inﬂuencers to approach? How do I ﬁnd them? And perhaps most
commonly, how much should I pay them? The answer to this question may not be as clear-cut as
one would hope. Each collaboration has several factors that can aﬀect the price. As a starting point,
Revﬂuence has collected data from thousands of inﬂuencer collaborations to provide brands with
key points to consider when determining how much they should spend on sponsored Instagram
posts.

92%

92% of consumers
trust
recommendations
from other people
—even someone
they don’t know—
over brand content.

70%

70% of consumers
reported online
customer reviews
as the second most
trusted source.

47%

47% of U.S. readers
consult blogs for
ﬁnding new trends
and ideas.

35%

35% of U.S. readers
look to blogs for
discovering new
products.

20%

20% of women
active on social
media are
motivated to
consider products
promoted by
bloggers they
know.
Source:AdWeek
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PA R T 1 : I N T R O D U C T I O N

Revfluence has observed that on average, sponsored posts
have a starting cost of $0.10 per recent average engagement
Price per IG post = Recent Average Engagements x $0.10

According to data pulled from thousands of inﬂuencer collaborations on Revﬂuence over the past
six months, sponsored posts cost, on average, between 6-12 cents per average engagement (ie.
"likes" and comments. This data does not include costs associated with giving free product. Based
on historical data, these prices will continue to rise as inﬂuencer marketing becomes more
mainstream. In fact, the average cost has more than doubled since April 2015, when the average
CPE was only $0.04.

Instagram Historical Pricing
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PA R T 1 : I N T R O D U C T I O N

Do Prices Vary by Industry?
We looked further into the average prices that inﬂuencers in diﬀerent verticals were charging
for Instagram posts.
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Source: Revfluence internal data

Pricing tends to be fairly standard across the various product categories. However, the slight
variance in price by creator type can be explained by the fact that the beauty, fashion, and
lifestyle focused influencers comprise 61% of all inﬂuencers in the space. An over-saturated
market makes competitive pricing a necessity.
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PA R T 1 : I N T R O D U C T I O N

Factors Aﬀecting Price
We have found that there is a drastic diﬀerence in the average cost of inﬂuencers when you
factor in their age. Men and women in the 35-44 age bracket charge almost double those in the
13-17 age bracket. While it’s diﬃcult to say what the cause of this diﬀerential is, one theory is
that older men and women are more experienced and are willing to do fewer deals for higher
costs.
Regardless, brands that are looking to work with those in a more mature demographic
should expect to pay more.
Average CPE by Age Group
0.14

CPE

0.12

0.1
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35
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25
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13
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7

18
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4

0.06
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Source: Revfluence internal data

As previously mentioned, Revﬂuence’s recommended price per post is just a starting point. So,
what determines who gets paid more per engagement? Rates can vary depending on a number
of things.

More Factors Aﬀecting Pricing
1

Post requirements

4

Quality of content

2

Engagement rate

5

Value of free product provided

3

Celebrity and veriﬁed checks
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2
Additional Post Requirements

PA R T 2 : A D D I T I O N A L P O S T R E Q U I R E M E N T S

Costs associated with common collaboration ad-ons
Influencers are committed to maintaining their personal brand's aesthetic and therefore want creative
control over collaborations. When brands have strict post requirements or untraditional asks, it is not
uncommon for influencers to charge additional fees.

Multiple Posts

We have found that there is a higher ROI associated with long-term
relationships with influencers. Asking an influencer to create multiple posts
can be expensive, but paying in advance is great way to cut down costs.

Giveaways

Giveways are a great way to drive followers to a brand's Instagram page.
However, most influencers charge a premium to participate because of the
effort and time they require for both parties

Instagram Videos

The introduction of Instagram videos in 2013 has given influencers another
way to create content. These short videos require additional time and editing
in comparison to still images. Be prepared to spend more if you are looking
for a video only campaign.

Link in Bio

Instagram allows users to insert clickable links into their Instagram bio. While
this is a great way to drive web traffic, Influencers typically charge a fee for
this service.

Social Amplifications

Brands often want influencers to amplify their Instagram posts by sharing it
on Twitter, Facebook, Snapchat, or their blog,. Many influencers have a social
amplifications fee that is often times negotiable

Exclusivity

Instagram Stories

Some brands ask that influencers refrain from talking about competing
products for a specified amount of time. Becuase an influencer can be
potentially missing out on other opportunities, there will be a fee associated
with exclusivity clauses
Instagram introduced stories in 2016. Now, users can create short, fun
videos that last for 24 hours. Like Instagram videos, they can require more
effort than a picture and come with additional costs
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3
Engagement Rate vs.
Reach

PA R T 3 : E N G A G E M E N T V S . R E A C H

Engagement Rate vs. Reach. Which is More Valuable?
Keep in mind that the average price per post is based on average engagements, not follower
count. Revfluence has found that engagement rate, or the number of “likes” compared to
reach, is a better indicator of audience quality and a creator’s inﬂuence. Contrary to what you
may expect, there is not always a positive correlation between follower count and sales/
conversions. Thus, a larger audience does not automatically equate to a quality audience.
The best value inﬂuencers tend to be mid-tier (20k - 100k audience) inﬂuencers
with high engagement.

Follower Count vs Engagement Rate
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“

Micro-influencers oftentimes have a group of dedicated and
targeted followers who trust their opinions and have similar
interests.

Micro-inﬂuencers are known to be knowledgeable, authentic, credible, and reliable. According
to a study, 82% of consumers are “highly likely” to follow a recommendation made by a micro–
inﬂuencer, compared to only 73% that are highly likely to act to a recommendation from an
average person
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PA R T 3 : E N G A G E M E N T V S . R E A C H

How to Find an Influencer’s Engagement Rate
In order to truly determine if an inﬂuencer has the ability to drive conversions, it is best to
calculate their recent engagement rate.
Shane Barker of Social Media Week outlines a simple way to calculate engagement rate using
the following formula:

A= (# of likes + # of comments) / # of followers
E = (A+B+C)/3
Here, E stands for the “Post Engagement Rate,” A stands for
“Engagement Rate for Image 1,” B stands for “Engagement Rate for
Image 2,” and C stands for “Engagement Rate for Image 3.”

Be sure to exclude
viral pictures and
videos that can be an
outlier in your data

Keep in mind that if you’re working with a large number of inﬂuencers, this process can become
extremely time consuming. Some inﬂuencer marketing platforms, like Revﬂuence, will
automatically display this information in-line for each inﬂuencer.
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4
Celebrities & Verified Checks

PA R T 4 : C E L E B R I T I E S & V E R I F I E D C H E C K S

What Verified Checks Mean for Marketers
Another factor to consider when estimating a fair price
for a sponsored post is an inﬂuencer’s celebrity status.
Many celebrities, athletes, and public ﬁgures have a
“veriﬁed” badge next to their username on Instagram.
This little blue check is not to be ignored. Inﬂuencers
who are part of this exclusive club charge a premium for
their celebrity services.
According to the Instagram website, a veriﬁed check “means that Instagram has conﬁrmed that
this is the authentic account for the public ﬁgure, celebrity or global brand it represents.”
If you are planning to work with a celebrity for your next social campaign, prepare to negotiate
pricing with their agent.

Verified influencers
charged

584%

above recommended
price

Unverified influencers
charged on average

vs

14%

above recommended
price

The following is a graph depicting the diﬀerences in cost for veriﬁed and unveriﬁed inﬂuencers
on a recent campaign for a popular ﬁtness brand.
Diﬀerence in Cost for Verified & Unverified Influencers
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3,600

Average Engagements Per Post
Source: Revfluence internal data
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PA R T 4 : C E L E B R I T I E S & V E R I F I E D C H E C K S
While veriﬁed inﬂuencers are more expensive to work with, they do not necessarily produce
higher engagement rates than high quality unveriﬁed inﬂuencers. Remember, having a “veriﬁed”
checkmark does not necessarily equate to a high follower count or a higher engagement rate.
Because agents generally have set prices for their clients, there is a lack of correlation between
engagement rate and the price for veriﬁed inﬂuencers.
There are some perks when working with verified influencers aside from their huge fan base. A
new Instagram feature allows verified influencers to share click-able URLs in their
Instagram "stories". When clicked, the link takes users to whatever web page the creator has
specified without leaving the Instagram app. This means for the first time on Instagram, verified
influencers can direct consumers directly to your site!

So, should your brand
partner with wellknown celebrities on
Instagram?
Consider your brand's budget
and goals before you choose
to work with verified
inﬂuencers and celebrities. If
you have the budget and wish
to target a large consumer
audience, then collaborating
with celebrities has the
potential to produce a great
return on your investment.
If premium prices are not
within your budget, microinﬂuencers with high
engagement have the
potential to drive sales as well
because of their reliability and
strong connection with their
audience.
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5
Quality of Content

PA R T 5 : Q U A L I T Y O F C O N T E N T

What is High Quality Content?
When you set all the data aside, it is important to consider the fact that inﬂuencers are people,
not just numbers. It takes each individual time and eﬀort to build their personal brand, create
high quality content, and to curate trust with their audience. That being said, if you want to
work with high quality inﬂuencers who create professional-looking content, you should expect
to pay more.
According to data from hundreds of collaborations, 18% of inﬂuencers charge over the
average CPE of $0.10. After speaking with dozens of high quality influencers, we have
found that those who take the time to use DSLR cameras and professional lighting and
editing tools when creating content are among that 18%.

“

Revfluence has found that low to average quality content
has a CPE of $0.06 -0.12 whereas high quality content has
a CPE of $0.10-0.30

Key attributes of high quality content
High quality camera, lighting, and editing
Visually pleasing
Creative
Not just about showcasing the product
Authentically tells your brand’s story

Look at an inﬂuencer’s previous collaborations. Do they simply take a picture of a product? Or,
do they incorporate a product into their daily routine and demonstrate how it has positively
impacted their life? You want to work with people who know and respect their audience. It is
easy to tell when an inﬂuencer will work with any brand who is willing to pay. Avoid
investing in these people. If you can tell that they are not authentic, so can their audience.
Thus, their credibility and ability to inﬂuence others is diminished.
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PA R T 5 : Q U A L I T Y O F C O N T E N T

Re-purposing Influencer Content
Investing in high quality inﬂuencers comes with an added bonus -- you will be left with
professional looking content that you can repurpose! Keep in mind, licensing rights may
come with additional fees, which can be negotiated on a case by case basis.

“

Many companies have begun repurposing influencer content
for their own social platforms or other channels such as
websites, display ads, or print ads, to make the most out of
their investment.
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6
The Value of Free Product

PA R T 6 : T H E V A L U E O F F R E E P R O D U C T

The Value of Free Product
Many companies do not have the resources to compensate inﬂuencers with both free
products and additional fees. Fortunately, many inﬂuencers are willing to work for free or
a discounted price for brands they love. The higher the value of the product that you are
oﬀering, the more room you have to negotiate price!
Model and Instagram creator, Hailee Keana (@haileebobailee) generally charges upward of
$800 to promote to her 170,000 followers. Hailee admits that if she genuinely loves a brand
she will “take less money because it wouldn’t even look like an ad.” She goes on to say “The
other day, I took a fashion campaign that paid way less than what I usually charge for two
posts, just because I can make it look natural. I was going to wear the dress anyway, so might
as well.”

How Some Brands Pay Huge Influencers Little to Nothing
In order to demonstrate how brands with high value products get away with paying even huge
inﬂuencers little nothing, consider a recent campaign run on Revﬂuence.

1

This brand gave inﬂuencers a
product valued at $500 - $750 in
exchange for two sponsored posts
on instagram

2

The brand worked with 48 creators
with an average engagement of
4517 per post.

3

This equates to:

48

Creators

$500 - $750
Product Value

48

Creators

2

Posts Each

for

with

2

Sponsored
Instagram Posts

4517

Average Engagement

$451

$43,296
=
Engagement x $0.10

In reality, the brand spent $0 in creator fees!
Source: Revfluence internal data
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PA R T 6 : T H E V A L U E O F F R E E P R O D U C T

Can unpaid influencer campaigns work?
Although you do not necessarily have to have a household name or a product with a hefty
price tag, running a successful campaign on a gift-giving basis can severely limit the types of
inﬂuencers you’ll be able to work with. See the chart below for a comparison of the
acceptance rates in unpaid and paid campaigns broken down by inﬂuencer tier.
It is clear that creators with higher engagement rates rarely accept unpaid collaborations.
Remember, high quality inﬂuencers with professional looking content come with a price! If
you can only aﬀord to give free products, keep in mind that you may only be able to work with
inﬂuencers who have less than 50k followers.
Paid vs. Unpaid Campaign Acceptance Rates
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Source: Revfluence internal data

If you are new to inﬂuencer marketing and want to get your brand out there, we suggest that
you allocate at least $36k per year to inﬂuencer marketing. Once you are introduced to the
space, more inﬂuencers will be excited to work with you. At this point, you can try running
some free product campaigns.
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7
Key Takeaways

PA R T 7 : K E Y T A K E A W A Y S

1

Average Price Per IG Post
(CPE) = Recent Average Engagements x $0.10.
This rate will continue to rise

2

3

Influencers between the age of 35-44 charge more
Inﬂuencers in the 13-17 age bracket cost almost half the price of more
mature inﬂuencers, on average

Consider follower count as secondary data
Engagement rate is a much better indicator of audience quality and an
inﬂuencer’s ability to drive conversions.

Smaller, more targeted influencers have higher engagement rates

4

The best value inﬂuencers (50k-100k followers) are more likely to drive web
traﬃc, sales, and awareness to your brand.

Celebrities and well known influencers charge premium rates

5

Generally, veriﬁed inﬂuencers' rates have no correlation
to their engagement rate

Influencers with professional looking content have higher rates

6

Expect to pay more for high quality inﬂuencers

Influencers are willing to work in exchange for valuable products

7

Some inﬂuencers are willing to work for free or at a discounted price
when it comes to brands they love. The higher the value of the product
that you are oﬀering, the more room you have to negotiate price.
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